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VÁLYI GÁBOR: The reorganized Hungarian Council of Libraries. — In 1979—80 the 
Council has discussed 12 themes. The majority of them is connected with regulations still 
in preparation or being made ready recently. Out of them the author gives a content 
analysis of the proposals and discussions concerning acquisition, tasks of co-ordinating 
centres, division of legal deposit copies, but supervision, development in general, library 
press, proposals on international relationship of librarianship are also dealt with. As 
regards the successful activity of the Council the author can only have expectations. The 
greater part of proposals registers results with satisfaction why the realization of 
objectives seems to be easier than is the reality. The working plan of the Council for 1981 
follows the article. [245—251.p.]

BALOGH ZOLTÁN]: Age-groups and books. — The author’s fundamental idea is that the 
reader’s secret belongs also to the insolvable problems (e.g. the situation of those living in 
the tin-cities of the third world, the social history of arts, the sociological examination 
of fashion and sex, over-population, environmental protection, etc.). In the first part of 
his study he analyses, as an ineversible process, the idea of literacy from the human side, 
then—giving examples—he moulds the age profiles of literacy touching upon the problem 
of the so-called level of saturation. An important part of the ideas is the examination 
of literacy in a historical sense, the systems of reading pieces known by millions which 
have a force determining the world concept. [252—261 .p.]

MÁNYI ISTVÁN, PÁL KATALIN -  WALLESHAUSEN GYULA: The home of the 
Central Library of the Kari Marx University of Economics under construction. — During 
the last 30 years the university has grown out the stately edifice, built in 1870 and 
planned by Ybl Miklós. As regards placing the Library, too, caused troubles. The extension 
of the Library in the central building has proved to be insolvable, it got a new block 
which help a secondary structure and thus will be suitable for library purposes. The 
library director describes from a functional view the reading and lending areas, the 
control points, the open shelves area, researchers’ places, magazines, service and working 
places; the planners make us acquainted with the aspects of settling, with the spatial 
planning o f functions, with the applied constructions, materials, colours, with the mecha
nical equipments, thermo- and noise protection. [262—271 .p.]
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TÓTH TIBOR: Preparation of future image and subjectivity. — The article tries to offer 
aspects of general validity for the subjective conditions of preparing prognostic and for 
the correct election of specialists. It determines the concept ’’specialist” and, at the same 
time, the effect of difference between the possible and scientifically founded reports on 
opinion. It deals with the subjective and objective form of preparing prognostic based 
on experts, first of all with the inquiry system controlled by several sides. The author 
proposes two methods for evaluating the experts’ opinion: grouped report on opinion 
and statistical approach. He lays down that when planning cultural life the joint, histo
rical analysis of divergent and convergent factors may offer the basis for developing 
theory of knowledge and life image. [272—279.p.]

C h r o n i c l e

ARATÓ ATTILA — SEREGI ISTVÁN: About the activity of the Council of County 
Library Directors and of the Council of Trade Union Central Library Directors.—In
addition to the Council of university and college directors, functioning already for a long 
time, the above two councils were founded in 1979—80. Both, presidents—who wrote the 
article—report on the circumstances of their foundation considering it the activity of 
advisory board in their own fields, and specify the completed proposals and report on 
their discussions. [280—288.p.]

O u t l o o k

The Austrian Council for Librarianship. — Report on the basis of the article published 
in Mitt. V. őst. Bibi. 133.vol. 1980. 2 ло. 5-lO .p.). [284.р.]

ORBÁN ÉVA: The 14th Conference of Scandinavian Librarianship.— on the basis
of articles published in Bogens Verden (62.vol. 1980. 8 .no. 435—449.p.) and Bok og 
Bibliotek (47.vol. 1980. 6 .no. 422-439 .p.). [289-293.p.]

MOGENS IVERSEN: Librarianship in Greenland. -  Report on the basis of the article 
Geschichte und gegenwärtige Situation der Bibliotheken in Grönland, published in Libri, 
1980. 30.vol. 3.no. 232-241 .p. [293.p.]

FEKETE GÉZÁNÉ: The Centre de Documentation Sciences Humaines, Paris and the 
social scientific information. — Experiences o f  a study-tour. The CDSH was founded in 
1970 as an independent laboratory of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. 
Its task is to develop an international mechanical data base in the field of social sciences 
and the humanities as well as to ensure for users a many-sided accessibility of infor
mation. The system, consisting of 17 data bases, includes presently 500 000 biblio
graphical units and the yearly increase runs to 70 000 items. The publishing of the series 
called Bulletin Signaletique and the SDI are the services based on the data base of the
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CDSH. In addition to the data bases the institution establishes collections of data 
connected with various researches and makes them available to users. [294—299.p.]

KUROSMAN, K.: Snapshots of the Tuikish librarianship. — Report on the basis of the 
article The academic library in Turkey, published in Int. Libr. Rev. 1980. 12.no. 
173—200.p. [ЗОО.р.]

FREYSCHLAG, E. К.: Summary of the article entitled Picture postcards. Organizing 
a collection. Published in Special Libraries, 71.vol. 1980. 5—6 .no. 258—264.p.

[301-ЗОЗ.р.]

BOWDEN, R.: Report on the article entitled A clearing-house for library literature. Past 
experience and future possibilities. Published in IFLA Journal, 6 .vol. 1980. 3.no. 249— 
254.p. [304-305.p.]

R e v i e w s

Magyar Könyvészet 1921—1944. A Magyarországon nyomtatott könyvek szakosított 
jegyzéke 7. Magyar irodalom. Hungarian Bibliography 1921-1944. Specialized list of 
books printed in Hungary. 7. Hungarian literature. Publ. by National Széchényi Library. 
Budapest, 1980. 647 p. [306—307 .p.]

Delphi-Prognose in Information und Dokumentation. Untersuchung über zukünftige 
Entwicklungen des Bibliotheks-, Informations- und Dokumentationswesens in der Bundes
republik Deutschland und in Österreich. Delphi-Prognostic on Librarianship, Information 
and Documentation in the German Federal Republic and Austria. München etc. Verl. 
Dokumentation Saur, 1978. 296 p. [308—310.p.]
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